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1. Investment strategies and factors that affect token prices 

There are several basic strategies for investment in ICOs: 

—  Short-term strategy 

Purchase tokens at large discounts during the private sale/pre-ICO and then sale right after 

token floatation on exchanges. Discounts during pre-ICO often reach 50%, giving investors the 

opportunity to double their investments in just a few months (from pre-ICO to token 

floatation).  

—  Long-term strategy 

This is focused on long-term growth of tokens after floatation. When choosing the right project 

for several years, you can increase your investment up to 1,000 times. 

The earlier you buy project tokens, the bigger the discount is and the higher probability is that a 

team will not be able to make successful ICO and the tokens will not be listed on exchanges. In 

this case, you cannot sell the purchased tokens and recover any funds. 

In the traditional venture market, funds are invested in corporations and business 

development. ICO funds and large investors who buy tokens at the private sale stage, typically 

use a short-term strategy (lock in profits after token floatation) and invest in ICOs, rather than 

in the product which draws funding from a large crowd.  

Investment in ICO-organizations is similar to "boiler room" building by definition. This is a 

practice that is considered illegal in the traditional stock market and it is about to maximize a 

price and demand for non-attractive assets and after all sell them at a maximum price. 

Therefore, if a project has ICO funds that invest in the short-term strategy it is not in itself 

quality performance of the project.   

No matter what strategy you will choose and when you decide to sell your tokens, the project 

analysis is similar. There is no point investing in projects for the short term, if they are also not 

attractive for the long term. Attempts to buy tokens of a bad project at rock-bottom price to 

sell them with a higher price right after token floatation will likely end with that project’s 

tokens never being listed on centralized exchanges. And there will also be no demand for the 

tokens on the decentralized exchange, preventing you from selling them. Further, we will turn 

our attention to the factors that have the greatest impact on short-term growth, and what are 

to longer-term one.  

If tokens are on sale on the exchanges, the token cost is determined by a balance of supply and 

demand. If demand for purchase is greater than the demand for sales, then shortage arises. 

This leads to buyers being forced to purchase tokens at a higher price by sellers that are willing 

to sell them, leading to a further increase in token price. 

In other words, only two basic aspects need to be assessed to understand whether the token 

cost will grow:  

—  demand for token purchase (after floatation) and its possible quantity  

—  demand for token sale (after floatation) and the likelihood that a large amount of tokens 

offered for sale will lead to drop in the rate 
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Below we will analyze in more detail what determines sale and purchase demand. 

Demand for token purchases (after floatation) is affected by: 

—  project success  

• problems and the prospective market 

• products and competitors 

• teams and advisors 

• project roadmaps and budget allocation 

• ICO progress (probability of reaching hard cap) 
—  connection between demand for tokens and project success (token economy, a tokenization 

model, a business model) 

—  investors' expectations from the project, investor retention and attraction strategy after 

ICO, token liquidity  

Demand for token sale (after floatation) is affected by: 

—  token distribution (share of tokens for founders and teams, large investors, advisors, 

bounties, etc.) 

—  discount rate and token quantity sold in early rounds (private sale and pre-ICO) 

In the following messages, we will, step by step, analyze each aspect mentioned above. First, 

we will decide which algorithm is better used for performing analysis. 

What is the best way of conduction and how much time does the project analysis occupy?  

There are a lot of projects and it is unlikely you have enough time to study each of them in 

detail.  

It is more reasonable to make a quick and superficial analysis at first to eliminate frankly 

unviable projects, and then to analyze only selected projects more deeply. 

In order to reduce the time that token buyers spend on primary analysis, we built-up the W12 

marketplace. Due to the fact that the projects are evaluated by a large number of investors on 

the W12 marketplace, you can select projects that have already passed initial selection, read 

estimates of other investors and quickly identify project strengths and weaknesses that you 

need to pay attention to in your detailed analysis later. 

2. Solvable problem and potential market 

Any big company is responsible for the solution of a big problem. For example, Google solves 

the problem of information search successfully and better than its competitors and this 

information is relevant to almost everybody. This is why today, Google is one of the most 

valuable companies in the world. 

If you consider 10 random ICO projects and check their sites, it is likely that for half of these 

cases, you will not understand exactly what a project is trying to do and how it is useful at all. 

Business is a solution of the client's problem for which he is ready to pay money. If a project 

does not understand who his customers are, the problems it is obliged to solve and also the 

potential number of its clients and revenues, it is very likely the project is doomed to failure. 

Investments in ICO are primarily the purchase of tokens of an innovative company, which can 

potentially grow to very large sizes thereby giving a very high yields to early investors. 
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If a company operates in a small market, the market volume will be its main limitation for its 

business and for the capitalization of its tokens.  

Be careful, many projects manipulate figures, indicating volume of untargeted market 

(specifically their target audience) and industry for investors. For example, a project plans to do 

something in the tourism market and considers the entire tourism market its target, rather than 

its specific niche within it. 

Most projects use too optimistic forecasts in their calculations. For example, obtaining a market 

share of 50% is in most cases an unrealistic task, because a project is not in a vacuum, there is 

always competition, and any know how is copied very quickly. In reality, very few projects can 

potentially occupy a market share of at least 20%. Success needs to be substantiated not only 

by the marketing of the project, or its first entry into the market, but also by the difficulty of 

reproduction of the product (the best option is patenting). 

In order to seem more attractive to investors, projects often try to use trending technologies 

that they do not need at all. The result is a flying drone that uses blockchain and machine 

learning for no real reason, and moreover is powered by solar energy and if necessary, can 

prepare coffee. It sounds cool, but it is not clear what problem it solves, what kind of clients 

does it cater to, and whether it is technologically feasible. 

Be very skeptical about projects that want to solve many diverse problems. Concentration and 

focus are the main things that allow you to make an outstanding result. If an entrepreneur is 

engaged in five areas at once (actually five different businesses), is compared with someone 

who at the same time concentrates all the resources and attention on only one area, then the 

one who focuses their attention is massively more likely to succeed. 

3. Products and competitors 

It is necessary to see with half an eye at what stage is the product development situated. The 

less of the project that is ready, the higher risk investors bears. If a project makes loud 

statements that, for example, it will fundamentally change a market but has not done anything 

yet, it is likely that nothing is economically viable.  

If the project already has a prototype or the first release version, do not be lazy and have a 

close look at it. Inspect the quality of performance and its functionality in operation. Raise 

financing will help make the product at a higher level. However, if a team without funding 

cannot do anything acceptable, the final product will likely be only passable. Pay attention to 

everything including the design level. 

If a project has no clients, there is possibility that the project solves a far-fetched issue, or the 

designed product is not the best solution of the problem. If will not use the designed product 

personally, it is very easy to convince you that other people have a need in it and the product 

perfectly solves it. Although this may be absolutely wrong. To eliminate this risk, try to invest 

only in projects in markets that you understand. 

A special place is occupied by projects that already have a working product and clients; in this 

case, the risk that the product is not needed in the market is minimal.  
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If you invest in a project that copies competitors almost exactly, then you should only invest in 

the stronger team if doing so. This makes sense only if competitors do not have a finished 

product, clients, or revenue stream yet. Otherwise, the team without any advantages will be a 

few steps backwards in the race for winning customers.  

In general, there is no reason to invest in projects without distinct advantages over 

competitors. Strong competitive advantages are drivers of rapid growth and indicative that a 

company with gain a high market share. This high market share leads to a monopoly position 

and typically improved profit. 

4. Team and advisors 

At early stages, when the project actually has nothing but an idea, founders' personalities are 

the most important success factor. Therein, the idea, business model, key personnel, and 

market situation can vary greatly, and the founders are precisely those who will determine the 

path the project takes. 

It is necessary to carefully analyze the projects which founders earlier had no entrepreneurial 

skills or very deep expertise in the market. The probability of building a successful business 

decreases rapidly without the necessary entrepreneurial skills. 

If the project founders have no experience in the market where the project operates, it also 

greatly reduces the prospects of success. For example, if the founders were previously engaged 

in an offline business, they will most likely not build a good online company on their first 

attempt. The closer the key competencies and previous experience of the founders is to the 

current project, the better. 

The founders' primary task is to form a strong team and set a goal for them. If the project is 

technological, then you have to take a close look at who is a Chief Technology Officer, what has 

he been engaged in before and whether he will be able to cope with the responsibility assigned 

to him. Most projects are destroyed for bad implementation, not because of a bad idea.  

To understand whether the team is able to produce results, you need to study not only their 

last experience, but also examine their project dynamics and their road map. If the project has 

existed for a long time but cannot produce a ready product, then there is a possibility that 

nothing will be made. If the project team tends to exceed its terms, then most likely it will 

continue to do so after fund raising.  

If a CEO position is not taken by a founder but instead a mercenary manager is taken it at the 

start-up stage, this is a negative factor. At the initial stage, the founder should be included 24 

hours per day in the project. 

Sometimes projects make posts for no good reason to form a large and visually beautiful team 

for investors. This is an extremely bad sign, as it deceptive to investors (these people are not 

actually involved in the project), either that or the project is not able to use funds effectively.    

Advisors are also important. They are prominent persons, well-known experts in their field who 

guarantee by their own name that the project is not fraudulent. They also help the project with 

their advices, inspection and contacts. Unfortunately, some advisors "sell" their name to 

projects even without personal interviews and are not involved in the company development, 

except by arrangement that the project can use his name as an advisor. There is even a 
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category of people who are advisors in dozens of projects and it is the main type of earnings for 

them. As well as mass media articles, advisors are "bought", so do not attach some 

supernormal to most advisors. But if there is a lack of advisors be careful.   

If on the project site, a team or a founder of a company is not specified, then this is almost 

certainly a fraudulent project. 

5. Budget allocation and project roadmap 

The quality of the implementation schedule is related to the project’s success in many ways. It 

is better to build a more detailed, clear roadmap, and allocate the budget. If the project has 

discrepancies between landing page, white paper, others documents and the words of 

founders, then this is a red flag. Probably a team has no a clear strategy, or it changes 

frequently. 

When analyzing a roadmap, it is necessary to pay attention to the realism of deadlines. If a 

project sets long deadlines per stage than it is required, it raises doubts in the competence of a 

team. Perhaps a project has not enough information and doesn’t have an idea how to 

implement its plan. Therefore, long deadlines are set. 

If a project has hyper-tight deadlines, it is especially important to check whether the previous 

stages were performed within the time limit. In the past, if deadlines were not met, it could 

also signal absence of the necessary competencies in a team. 

This similarly applies to the allocation of budget. For example, if a project for development, 

which costs at the average of $0.5 million in the market, lays down $5 million, it is either 

deliberate deception of investors or an absence of a detailed implementation plan. 

It is very important to understand how quickly a project will be implemented. It affects the 

appearance rate of the fundamental reasons for the tokens’ growth. A product’s development 

process should never stop. But if the project needs a lot of time for the first working version of 

the product, it raises questions and carries additional risks. At first, you, being a long-term 

investor, freeze your funds for a long term. Second, chances of successful implementation are 

usually inversely proportional to the time required. That is, the more time is needed for a 

project, the lower the possibility of successful implementation, as the competitive 

environment, legal regulation, etc. change constantly. 

6. Success of ICO (probability reaching the hard cap) 

The success of the conducted ICO is extremely important: 

— Without attracting the necessary amount of finance, the project will not be able to realize 

the conceived aims; 

— ICO organization is not such a simple process as it might seem at first sight, and it is a good 

"fine-grained examination" of the command concerning creditworthiness.  

 

The success of an ICO depends on three major factors: 

— Public relations and advertising of the project's ICO  

— Probability of the project's success  
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— model of ICO-conduction (the maximum number of levies, distribution of tokens, distribution 

of the external funds, model of tokenization etc) 

 

Statistically most of investors do not study even a white paper before investing in a project. This 

situation is a consequence of low professionalism of most of token buyers. Most non-dedicated 

investors make a decision by «outward appearances» that is viewing the project's hype and the 

quantity of funds already invested in project. 

It generates the next situation:  

— there are creditors within the market that give funds to the project at the beginning of an 

ICO at a very large interest rates to make an impression for other investors that on the first day 

of token trading the project raised large funds, and that the ICO will be successful; 

— projects for tens of thousands of dollars (attracted at investors) post articles about 

themselves in "trust" editions which do not bring tokens to the buyers' project as they are 

focused absolutely on another target audience;       

— To create the illusion of social activity and a big community, projects cheat followers, and 

subscribers in the Facebook, Telegram, Twitter, and other groups, as well as pay for likes and 

reposts.  

 

The hype and advertising of the project are extremely important and are an important 

component of successful ICO. If the project is not able to attract broad masses of investors, 

then it risks not raising the funds necessary for implementation of the project. That you 

understood task scale, on average the project needs to attract and collect $10 million (to 

register on the website) more than 100,000 potential investors. And it means what on the 

website of the project has to visit not less than one million target users (potential token 

buyers).  

By putting emphasis only on studying the project’s hype, you risk investing in a "media event " 

(that is a housing bubble) which could attract investors, but which will have no fundamental 

reasons for growth of a token, and sooner or later having its token price eventually falling to 

zero.   

Nevertheless, to accelerate the analysis of the project, the activity and level of packing, it 

makes sense to quickly study at first public relations, and after which you then read the 

whitepaper.  

The main points for studying hype and advertising activity:  

—  Citation index 

To be quick on the uptake how powerful the project's hype is, type its name into Google and 

look at results of issue and their quantity.  
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In case the project isn't mentioned on forums, mass media, blogs etc, then there are no hype 

actions yet. Keep in mind that the project can have a "me-too" name and therefore it is 

necessary to view the search results selectively whatever it is. I also recommend typing the 

name into Google Trends https://trends.google.com/trends/ and view the growth dynamics of 

interest in the project.   

 

 

 

 

—  Quantity of traffic on the website 

There are services which allow checking of the number of visitors on the website.  

For example, it is possible to use: 

https://www.similarweb.com  

https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo  

 

https://trends.google.com/trends/
https://www.similarweb.com/
https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo
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Thus, you will learn traffic sources and also its volume at once. Keep in mind that projects can 

use several different websites for increasing the conversion on different types of traffic. 

Checking one website will not provide completely accurate data.   

 

—  Publications about the project in mass media 

Usually projects on the websites specify references to articles about them in media. 

Media report revolutionary and interesting projects, ordinary projects are forced to buy 

publications. If the project not frank to scam (and there are already publications in editions of 

the average level), then for money there is an opportunity to place article in the edition of any 

level. Existence of publications anyway is the positive trigger. If articles and content in the 

media contain experts opinions speaking in favor for the project, then it strongly stirs the 

interest of investors. 

If the team has no publications and does not pay it attention at all, then the probability of 

attraction of financial resources sharply falls. 

 

—  Visiting and performance at conferences 
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Usually the projects speaking at conferences have much with higher quality. First of all, it is 

connected with the high cost of a performance which is from $3000 to $50,000. If the project 

understands that it will not be able to raise funds by means of conferences where investors at 

the same time able compare many good projects, then typically it will not speak at conferences.  

Conferences and various meetups happens at very different levels – from small local events to 

global ones, to which investors travel to from around the world. Usually it is easy to understand 

the status of an action for the level of eminent investors (representatives of funds), experts and 

to a number of people. The more status actions with a large number of investors, there are 

higher probability that the project will raise funds.  

 

—  Social networks and forum bitcointalk.org 

Your main objective is to understand, how actively the project works with investors and 

determine whether other investors are interested in purchase tokens of the project. When 

studying. pay attention to: 

• the number of people subscribed on project social media nets 

• the quantity of questions which are asked the project 

• how many representatives of the project answer questions on time 

• whether representatives of the project are polite 

• how many likes and shares/reposts are received by a post (how actively the 
community supports the project)  

 

If you noticed the use of bots and a price markup, for example, if in a Facebook group of only 

500 people, posts receive more than 300 likes, and then you should not invest as this is strong 

evidence of botted activity. If the project deceives on trifles it will be pleasant to investors, then 

it is possible to continue to deceive its investors in future. 

The main points for studying of packing level: 

—  Video content 

There are lots of projects; investors on primary analysis don’t spend enough time. If the project 

does not use video clips (infographics and/or video clips), then it misses an opportunity to 

quickly inform the essence of a project to investors, considerably reducing its chances of 

success. If the project did not take care to quickly and clearly to explain to you its advantages, 

do not spend time further analyzing the project. 

—  Website content of the project 

The website should have all the main information for investors. At least describing what 

problem the project solves, and what advantages it has, along with the team, edvayzer, and 

information on details of its ICO. If something is absent, then perhaps the project does not want 

to expose it on the foreground. It is necessary to look at not getting information in whitepaper. 

 

—  Design of the website, social networks, documents, product (or its prototype) 
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At the pre-ICO stage when the first funds are raised, we can forgive an average level of design. 

If by the time of the ICO the design looks as though it’s from the nineties, then the project will 

strongly lose to the externally more attractive competitors.  

—  Documentation package for tokens buyers 

Often for convenience of investors, projects except whitepaper make one pager – the short 

description of the project and also the technical specification of the project (a so-called yellow 

paper) can be introduced in a separate document. 

Also, the project should certain have a "Token sale general terms and conditions" and "Howey 

test" or "Legal opinion" within their documentation. On that as whitepaper and other 

documents is prepared it is possible to draw a conclusion on that; the project is worked how 

thoroughly out. The document size as its clearness and accuracy is not so important. The more 

precisely the project thought over its documentation, to more likely it will continue to carefully 

plan in future, hence the probability of success is higher. If documents are made carelessly, 

then it may be a high probability that negligence will remain in the implementation of the 

project. 

Pay attention that assessment of a marketing component of ICO will allow you to cut through 

poorly veiled scams and to estimate the probability of successful attraction of financial 

resources through an ICO. But the marketing component will not allow you to reveal those 

projects which are going to fail to be conceived, despite their intention. Often roguish projects 

look so qualitatively and are worked that they cannot almost be distinguished from 

conscientious. Only broad diversification of a portfolio will help to protect investments in such 

cases. Unfair projects can finance marketing of its ICO by means of funds which invest in the 

ICO, but not in the project. Investing money in the ICO organization, these funds draw interest 

or from the funds rose during the ICO or a big share of tokens of the project.  

7. Tokenization model, token’s economy, and business model 
The most important things to be defined:  

— On what growth of parameter in business growth of cost of a token depends 

— How the project will increase this parameter, and by doing so increase the value of the 

tokens 

 

For some projects demand for tokens is in no way not connected with one of the parameters in 

the project. Such tokens, without having any fundamental reasons for growth, are soap 

пузырём. That is in most cases their cost will reduce practically to zero, it is just a matter of 

time. 

The term "token economy" actually means the ability of the put model of the address of a 

token to result in its deficiency and, as a result, growth of cost. At the moment there is no 

universal model which would use all commands for formation of deficiency for own tokens. The 

tokenization model (what the token is, what properties it has, and also the right is on what it 

gives) is always described in the whitepaper and is one of the most important parts of the 

project documentation. 

Many projects can exist without use of own token, and tokenization is carried out only for the 
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purpose of attraction of financing through ICO. To such projects, costs belongs most carefully as 

they can refuse use of tokens after ICO after a while that in the absence of fixing of the legal 

rights of investors, actually means loss of invested funds.  

Also costs with care treat projects at which services or services can be paid not only by means 

of tokens. Other payment methods will promote a decrease in deficiency on tokens or to its 

total absence. 

Let's review an example of an incorrectly built token utility economy. For example, the project 

creates a platform which allows consumers to buy products directly from producers. Clients buy 

products on this platform using project tokens. The revenue of producer is formed in project 

tokens. However, costs of production and realization of goods are formed in faint currency. It 

means that the producer has to sell project tokens to pay off contractors. Because of this, there 

can be a raised offer of tokens at the exchange. From this model of tokenization the mechanism 

of creation of deficiency and growth of cost of a token is not clear. 

If the token is an analog of a security and grants the right, for example, to receive a part of the 

profit of the company, then it is necessary to carry out the analysis of its business model and to 

attentively study the forecast of the project’s profit.  

In the majority of cases, the following will be able to answer your questions: 

—  In what a manner will the project generate revenue? 

Who will be the clients? Why will consumers buy a product or use the project's services? How 

much does this product cost? How many sales does the project plan to make per year? What 

are the projected earnings? Is the project able to pay off investments before the collected ICO 

funds will end? 

—  How profitable is the business mode? 

Many inexperienced entrepreneurs are of the mistaken belief that the token price is the main 

factor of decision making by the consumer. Therefore, projects often reduce product cost in 

relation to competitors, under the expectation that it will allow them to attract clients. But if at 

the same time the cost value isn't reduced, then from reduction of price the project will earn 

less and in the long term, and is unlikely to be commercially viable in the long term.  

—  How strongly is this business model complicated? 

If the project – the Internet service, then for entry into foreign markets, only language 

localization, study of legal issues, and marketing in the new region is necessary in most cases. 

Service of the increased number of clients will not lead to a proportional growth of expenses.  

If the project needs to open new offices, and hire additional employees, or has a strong change 

of the product or business model, then it will be the braking factor in development of the 

company. 

 

If the token is a security, then in the majority of countries, legislation demands registration of 

the sale of such tokens with the Securities Commission (the name of registering body differs 

depending on the country). Units of projects undergo this registration and actually break the 
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law. It can cause problems both for the project, and for investors: 

• the token can be expelled from the exchanges (or the token may never be listed) 

• on founders of the project can be subject to criminal litigation 

In case of the problems described above, the cost of a token will fall, and investors will lose the 

means. If the project sells security tokens, then it must surely limit sale at least to residents of 

the USA (as the USA pursues worldwide anybody who breaks their law and sells the 

unregistered securities to citizens of the USA). If there is no restriction, then all investors very 

much risk. Pay attention that the projects selling the tokens which are securities never to you 

will speak about it.  

Whether in the USA for definition the asset with security is or not Howey test is used. 

Additional plus to the project if in documentation there is a conclusion of lawyers about passing 

of Howey test and that the token is not security. Let's not stop on it in detail. Remember only a 

conclusion - it is impossible to buy the unregistered tokens of projects which promise concrete 

figures of growth of cost of a token and profitability of investments as a percentage (in this case 

the token for 100% is security).  

8. Expectations of project investors, retention strategy and attraction 

of investors after ICO, and token liquidity 

It can be said at a conservative estimate that at the moment ICO – is the market of the 

investors' expectations. Considering the fact that many projects have not managed to product a 

product, even after attraction of financial resources, the cost of their tokens is determined only 

by investors' expectations.  

The prime factors impacting investors at the moment of token are floatation:  

— Successfulness of the conducted ICO: 

— Distribution of the token on one of the top-20 cryptocurrency exchanges on traded 

value will attract large attendance of traders and investors trading on this exchange and 

also will simplify the purchase of tokens by new investors  

— The probability of trading of a large part of projects tokens can lead to fall in exchange 

rate. 

Let's consider in more detail what the «Success of the conducted ICO» is: 

— in the case that the maximum crowdfunding goal (hard cap) is achieved, then this is 

evidenced by the investors' interest in the project and creates an affirmative 

background.  

— in the case the hard cap was achieved quickly, it means that many investors who 

wanted to purchase project tokens at ICO-stage didn't manage to do so. Many of them 

will purchase tokens once on the exchange, helping to create additional demand. 

— If the project didn't reach its hard cap, then all who were interested in project at the 

ICO-stage, have already purchased tokens and from their party there will be no extra 

demand on the exchange   

— more's the pity, the majority of projects accept a part of funds on digital wallets, but not 

on Smart contract, allowing them to attract funds not only in ETH. In this case, the smart 

contract is only used for the release of tokens, and it is not possible to verify the exact 
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amount of attracted funds. Therefore, it cannot be claimed that it is possible to fully 

trust the amount of dues and declared projects. 

The main factors having an impact on the expectations of investors after distribution of the 

token on exchanges are: 

— dynamics of the project development  

— the ground relating to news. 

Projects must have a strategy to ensure the growth of its token value on the exchange, such as: 

— retention of the investors that purchased tokens during the ICO (steadily informing 

investors about business situations and dynamics of the project's development; if during 

the ICO, the project informed investors improperly, then most this will continue in 

future) 

— the strategy of retaining new investors (note that the majority of projects don't spend 

significant means for retention of new investors after the ICO, which is detrimental to 

improvements in token value). 

Do not hesitate to ask project teams about their attempts to retain old and attract new 

investors. Some ICO funds sell tokens automatically in the case the project doesn't issue news 

or announcements for more than 3 months.  

9. Distribution and token freezing, discounts for early investors 

The current ICO model is a catastrophe waiting to happen: in pursuit of investors, projects 

promise big discounts to early investors. And investors aim to lock in profits and sell project 

tokens right after floatation.  

While the market was rising fast, there was formation of demand connected with mass 

engrossment of tokens and altcoins. It covered the appearance of early investors. Then «the 

leading wave of optimism» passed: investors managed to put fingers in the fire on tokens fall, 

after their floatation. They began to analyze projects attentively on availability of hard cap 

(restriction to the quantity of collected funds or the tokens being sold). 

A small hard cap together with an extensive advertising campaign created a situation when not 

all investors managed to purchase tokens during the ICO and instead bought them on an 

exchange. This lead to demand right after floatation. But as late as November, 2017, after the 

expansive growth of the number of ICOs, the majority of projects couldn't collect even their 

soft cap (the minimum funds to realize the project) and even a frugal hard cap didn't guarantee 

that the token won't fall after floatation. 

The majority of projects looking out on ICO have no working product or fundamental reasons 

for token growth after floatation. For this reason, their tokens look to decrease in value. In this 

situation there is no point for investors to buy tokens in the ICO because they can be bought at 

a cheaper price on the exchange shortly after. This situation puts the entire ICO market in 

jeopardy and limits its development.  

By carrying out an ICO on the W12.io platform, projects will be able to use the Token hold 

function, guaranteeing its investors that a token dump will not occur by early investors right 

after floatation. For this purpose, it is necessary to specify the date following which the tokens 
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can be sold according to each discount rate in the crowdsale settings using a personal account. 

The bigger the discount received by the early investor, the later he will be able to sell his tokens 

on an exchange.   

Such a model gives investors confidence that the token won't fall right after floatation and gives 

the project a chance to show the dynamics of its development and to create the fundamental 

reasons for token growth. The Token hold-function isn't obligatory on the W12-platform, but 

we expect that more and more projects will use it in future. 

Attention! In case the project doesn't use the Token hold-function, then it is necessary to carry 

out analysis of the token distribution. This information is always available in the project's 

whitepaper. 

The factors determining bigger demand for token trade after listing: 

—   A larger fraction and big discounts for early investors 

The major hazard originates from the private investors who purchased during the private sale 

or pre-ICO. Some projects in their advertisements place emphasis not on project benefits, but 

on the size of the discount and as a result they attract only short-term investors who trust in 

the project, but speculators. In general, the bigger discount allowed by the project, the worse 

the project is and the more speculators it will attract. It isn't necessary to buy project tokens 

that don't use the Token hold function and allow a discount of more than 50%. By the way, 

usually projects offering big discounts will quickly raise funds during the pre-ICO stages, but will 

raise little money during the ICO.  

Usually professionals (investment funds) act carefully and don't offer a large volume for sale at 

once. But in case they invest in the near-term outlook and it is clear to them that the rate will 

drop on the exchange after floatation and founders, trading tokens didn't manage to smooth 

things over with them, there also can be a sharp dumping of a large volume.  

—   A higher percentage of tokens is reserved for the bounty 

Usually a part of tokens is reserved for payment for various services at the stage of ICO-

conduction. Most of those who made reposts, wrote articles, shot videos, advertised the 

project and received payment in tokens for these affairs will sell their share of tokens right after 

floatation.  

—   Titular advisors 

Projects often attract advisors who just want to make some extra cash and don't actually 

participate in the project and don't believe in its future. In most cases they get rid of their part 

of tokens right after floatation. As only about 3% of tokens come with all advisors, simultaneous 

sale of total volume can debase the rate strongly.    

To determine whether the project uses a real advisor or not, it is necessary to search this 

person on Google using his full name and look at the projects he participates in. If the person 

really takes part in projects, then he can't be an advisor to 20 companies physically.  

Usually good, trustworthy projects which are going to create a product and develop a business 

use real advisors as it is very useful for the company's development. 
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—   Unprincipled project founders with a liberal share of tokens on hand 

In the case founders' tokens are not frozen, and they have on hand a large part of the issuance, 

then it is always necessary to note that they can sell the tokens, causing a sharp fall in token 

value, after choosing not to be engaged with the project any more. It should be noted that 

founders aren't interested in a sharp drop in rate as they won't manage to sell all their tokens 

at a good price. This instead leads to a high probability they will do a pump & dump, by 

manipulating the rate and trading tokens by piecemeal. The majority of good projects freeze 

the tokens of founders for this reason.  

In the history of ICOs there are examples of projects which sold investors only 4.19% of tokens, 

and other 95.81% remained with the company (e.g. Gnosis project). In this case investors 

should be reconciled with the fact that the token value completely depends on the project 

founders. Also pay attention to the term the tokens are frozen for. For example, if the founders' 

tokens of are frozen for a year, and the road map of the project is detailed to 2-3 years, then 

there is a major risk that the project will spend all the raised money for inflating and 

sensationalizing the project’s achievements to achieve a maximum token price, after which the 

founders will leave the project having sold their now un-frozen tokens.  


